
 
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#63599971 Patriotic American Elastic Cord (1 pk) 
#47860163 80 pc SILK Xirius Rose Swarovski Flat Backs (1 pk) 
Apple Watch Band Connector Set (1) 
Fabric of Choice (4” x 15” length) 
#47554111 Swarovski Crystal Glue Pen (1 pk) 
 
Tools Needed 
Sewing Machine 
Iron 
Thread that compliments fabric 
Scissors 
Ball Point Sewing Pins 
Wax Tip Crystal Applicator or Tweezers 
Safety Pin 
 
Techniques to Know 
Straight Stitch Sewing 
Gluing Crystals 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Cut a 4” x 15” length of fabric.  Iron ½” of the right sides of fabric under on each short 
end of fabric. 

2. Fold fabric in half, lengthwise, with right side of fabric facing in.  Pin the long sides of the 
fabric together.  Using a ½” seam allowance, sew the long sides together.  Attach a 
safety pin to one end of the fabric and turn the tube of fabric, right side out.  Position 
the seam in the middle of one side of the fabric tube and iron the fabric flat.  Apply dots 
of glue to the un-seamed side of the fabric tube and place crystals onto the dots.  Allow 
to dry.   

3. Cut a 6” length of white elastic (cut elastic longer for larger wrists).  Attach a safety pin 
to one end of the elastic and guide it down into the tube of fabric. 

4. Position the other end of the elastic approximately ½” in from that side’s folded end of 
fabric.  Sew across the fabric tube so your stitches catch the end of the elastic. 

5. Use the safety pin to guide the other end of the elastic through the fabric tube.  Remove 
the safety pin and repeat step 4 on the other end of the fabric tube.  Fabric tube is now 
“scrunched”. 

Scrunchie Apple Watch Band 

 
 



6. Guide a folded end of fabric down through one of the connectors with the three black 
magnets facing up.  Fold the end of fabric over onto the back side of the scrunched 
fabric tube and sew.  Repeat on the other side to complete the scrunched watch band. 

 
Skill Level: Advanced Beginner 
 
Approximate Crafting Time: Less than 1 Hour + Drying Time 
 


